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introd uction
Jon Miller

Between 1880 and 1890, the City of Akron grew from about
10,000 people to about 28,000 people. Akron would not enter the
list of America’s 100 most populated cities until the 1900 census, but
in 1887 it was undoubtedly an urban area with a thriving industrial
center. The city produced cereals, clay products, sewer pipes, and rubber goods that were easily and profitably shipped to other markets
through the city’s canals and railroads.

getting and preparing food in 1887 akron
By 1887, Akron families no longer lived in log cabins; one and twostory wood-frame houses were common. Public utilities were becoming more readily available, and the citizens of Akron were making a
gradual transition to life with running water and natural gas. Water
is essential for cooking, of course, and water quality was a key consideration when preparing meals in that era. Before the advent of city
water and sewers, people depended on springs, wells, and cisterns.
Spring and well water had to be carried into the house. Cisterns were
brick or cement structures built into the ground and filled by downspouts collecting rainwater from the roof. A typical cistern held about
100 gallons of water; it required a filtration system (usually stone), and
it had to be cleaned often. Hot water for cleaning, laundry, and bathing was not supplied by a hot-water heater but by a pot that lived on
the kitchen stove.
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recipes by ladies of st. paul’s
Arthur H. Blower remembered his childhood in 1885–1900 Akron
in a 1955 book published by the Summit County Historical Society.
Without gas, Akron families lit their homes with kerosene lamps,
and they burned coal or wood in the kitchen stove. The introduction
of gas horrified many citizens of Akron in the late 1880s and 1890s,
Blower writes, because they were sure “it would explode in our stoves
and blow us to Kingdom Come.”
Homeowners typically purchased gas for improved interior lighting, but a home that was piped for natural gas would soon have a gas
stove in the kitchen. Coal and wood stoves required constant attention
to maintain a good fire. Gas stoves provided quick heat for boiling,
baking, roasting, or frying and were regarded as a great convenience
for the housekeeper. The gas stove was much cleaner as well, and in
the summer gas stoves were greatly admired for not overheating both
the kitchen and the whole house. “A dinner can be cooked with gas
in a white dress, and the mistress can appear perfectly cool and bearing none but savory reminders of her hour in the kitchen,” wrote one
author for a woman’s magazine of the day.
There were drawbacks to gas stoves, however. Most homes still
required extended burning hours of a coal or wood stove for heat in
the winter and for the availability of hot water to meet the demands
of the family. Therefore, when first introduced, the gas stove only supplemented the coal or wood stove, and it was regarded by some as
an unnecessary new-fangled invention. Gas stoves could also burn at
startlingly high temperatures. Many housekeepers initially scorched
the meals that cooked longer and at lower temperatures in a coal or
wood stove.
Over time, however, the coal or wood stove disappeared from the
kitchen and the gas stove came to be regarded as efficient, superior,
and essential. Though he regretted “that the cheerfulness of a coal
or a wood fire” was “gone forever from our kitchens,” Arthur Blower
remembered that the introduction of natural gas was a “blessing for
mothers in the kitchen.”
Electricity also came to the city in the 1880s. Electricity was not
immediately useful in the home; at the time gas lighting was superior
xii
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to electric lighting. Businesses used enormous electric lights that they
erected on the corners of Akron’s downtown streets to promote their
operations. At first, the lights were a marvel; they attracted people to
the business district like moths to a flame. Electricity had other early
uses. In 1888, the first electric streetcar ran down Market Street.
With electricity came the telephone. Like electricity, the telephone
was much more appealing to businesses than to private homes, and it
became an essential tool for doing business. If a store had a phone,
the proprietor could answer questions about the quality and availability of products prior to delivery. Ten advertisements in this cookbook
include telephone numbers—three-digit phone numbers for architects, purveyors of fine furniture in “chaste designs,” sellers of meat,
wall paper, and groceries. The telephone was also used to arrange for
coal delivery, gas fittings, plumbing service, and mortuary service.
The 1880s were “the horse and buggy days” of Akron; getting
around town to shop for essentials was not pleasant or easy. An Akron
circus performer named Achille “Archie” Phillion began construction
of his “steam carriage,” a primitive early automobile, around 1887. But
he did not drive his unreliable spectacle until the early 1890s, when
bicycles were gaining in popularity in Akron and across the country.
(Akron’s rubber manufacturers thrived on the production and sale of
bicycle tires.) The city’s roads were not wide and smooth, and few
were paved. Since transportation was dependent on horses and mules,
Akron had plenty of stables, livery barns, feed stores, harness shops,
hay markets, wagon-repair shops, carriage factories, and manure piles.
When streetcars were first introduced in the early 1880s, they were
powered not by electricity but by horses and mules. By city ordinance,
the new mode of conveyance was limited to speeds of five miles per
hour or less.
Since travel within the city was slow and dirty, most food was
delivered to the house. Milk peddlers travelled daily routes in small,
lightweight wagons with a canvas top. The sellers rang bells as they
moved down a street. People grabbed their pitchers and jugs and went
to the wagon to buy milk by the pint or the quart. Fish peddlers came
less often, maybe once a week, tooting horns in a signature fashion
xiii
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and selling strings of scaled, deboned, and beheaded fish. Fish would
not keep, so an Akron household would need recipes for leftovers
from a fish dinner.
During the era, Americans were interested in finding a way to
improve their means of artificial refrigeration, mainly to meet the
demands of the brewing industries and the need for well-refrigerated railroad cars. In the 1880s, “refrigeration” in a private home meant
keeping the windows open, using a gas stove in the summer, and
maintaining a messy icebox, which cooled a small space in a rather
unreliable fashion.
Processed or canned food was not a household staple until the
early 1900s, around the time Upton Sinclair wrote The Jungle (1906).
But in the late 1800s, Akron was home to Ferdinand Schumacher,
the German immigrant, Prohibition Party politician, and “Oatmeal
King” of America. His method of processing oats created a widespread demand for the cereal. After several mergers, Schumacher’s
cereal companies eventually became the Quaker Oats Company.
Akron housekeepers of the late 19th century mainly prepared fresh
foods or foods that had longer shelf lives like winter potatoes. Local
farmers brought their seasonal products into town for sale in groceries
and by peddlers, who sold farm produce, such as potatoes and watermelon, from horse-drawn wagons. Arthur Blower remembered that
these “hucksters” distinguished themselves not with bells or horns but
with the musical bellowing of their product—PO–TA–A–TO–O–E–S
or WADDY–MELO–O–O–ONS—much like beer vendors now do at
baseball games.
With better roads and the rise of streetcars, groceries grew and
were always busy on Saturday nights. Most people worked a sixtyhour week, and Saturday night was a common time off to come to
town under the electric lights. Men collected in the grocery stores
to loaf, gossip, and perhaps to haggle for perishable goods before
the Sunday closing. New roads allowed Akron’s F. W. Albrecht to
expand his grocery business from the one store he opened at the corner of Buchtel Avenue and Center Street in 1891. By 1904, his chain of
“Acme” stores grew to six since he was able to dependably and cheaply
xiv
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deliver goods from a central warehouse to small residential groceries
that, in turn, delivered food to Akron homes. In 1916 the Acme stores
stopped delivery and became “basket” stores. Customers then had to
travel to the store, select and purchase their groceries, and transport
them home themselves.
The ingredients in these recipes include the staple items for citizens of Akron in 1887. They ate a lot of potatoes, they made a lot of
soup with perishable produce, and they found ways to mix and fry
up scraps of leftover meat and fish. If the recipes seem heavy or calorie-rich by today’s standards, note that Americans of the late 1800s
struggled to meet their energy needs. Unlike today, when the average American can easily consume far more calories than he or she
needs on a daily basis, in the 19th century the opposite was true. The
heaviness of these foods testifies not to their gluttony but to their
struggle to get the calories they needed. Undoubtedly, some of the
city’s wealthiest citizens were rather well-fed, however, and may have
enjoyed the face that obesity was generally respected as a display of
wealth during the era.

recipes by ladies of st. paul’s protestant
episcopal church
St. Paul’s Episcopal Church was organized in 1836, meeting at various places, including the old “Stone Block” at the corner of Howard
and Market Streets. In 1844 the church settled in a wood-frame building on South High Street before moving, in 1885, to the stone building on the western corner of East Market and Forge. The larger stone
building, west of the original church building, was added in 1907. The
current church on West Market Street was consecrated in 1952.
The 1885 building is just one reason The Reverend Leo Ganter
is remembered as one of St. Paul’s most successful rectors. Built on
what would be known as the versatile “Akron plan” of church architecture, St. Paul’s had a large worship space that opened into a series
of smaller cubicle rooms around its perimeter. The smaller rooms had
many uses and were used, for example, for Sunday School classes during the worship service.
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The Sunday School was a busy one. In 1887, St. Paul’s had about
330 church members and an equal number of Sunday School students.
The congregation appears to have been made up of large, young families, and the church enjoyed a bustling social life. The church archives
include evidence of a wide variety of social events, and these events
often involved a large part of the entire congregation. Handwritten
programs for the annual church picnics of 1887 and 1888, for example,
show that about half the adult congregation were given vital assignments on the required committees for “transportation,” “tables,” “waiters,” “lemonade,” and so forth. These picnic programs also include
nearly all of the names signed to recipes in this cookbook.
Recipes by Ladies of St. Paul’s P.E. Church documents more than
the dietary tastes and habits of the time. It also demonstrates the
organizational skills of the women involved. As Kathleen L. Endres
has shown in her book, Akron’s Better Half: Women’s Clubs and the
Humanization of the City, 1825–1925, the city was thoroughly organized by women who were interested in escaping the kitchen stove
and somehow contributing to improvements in the quality of life for
all of Akron’s citizens. St. Paul’s Episcopal Church was no different
than Akron’s other churches in this regard: the women organized for
a variety of causes. This cookbook may have been created and marketed for some specific charitable cause. If not, the proceeds surely
went, eventually, to the support of the charitable work of St. Paul’s
generous and organized women. At St. Paul’s, the women were especially interested in helping the children of Akron. Calling themselves
“The Heart and Hand Circle of St. Paul’s Episcopal Church,” women
of St. Paul’s ran a chapter of The Order of the King’s Daughters, an
international women’s organization; in 1890 they worked with another
Protestant chapter of the King’s Daughters in Akron to found a day
nursery for the children of Akron’s working women, which grew into
Akron Children’s Hospital.
The cookbook includes contributions from a founder of this
woman’s circle, Mary Folger Rawson Perkins, the wife of George Tod
Perkins, who signed her “salmon salad” and “dressing for sandwiches”
with the name, “Mrs. G. T. Perkins.” In 1890, her daughter Mary wed
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a son of another long-established Akron family, Charles B. Raymond.
Then a rubber-industry secretary, Raymond would eventually serve as
an important executive at B. F. Goodrich. Certainly, she married more
than a man—she married a family with culinary traditions that evidently included, in this case, “whortleberry pudding,” “fricassed oysters,” and “Annie's lemon pie.”
Other notable contributions to this cookbook are signed with the
name of Colonel A. L. Conger, whose postwar experience as a travelling salesman of farm machinery led to the presidency of the enormously successful Whitman & Barnes Manufacturing Company. On
the side he served as the President of the Akron Steam Forge Company, a director of the Second National Bank of Akron, the Chairman of the Summit County Republican Committee, and he had a
large interest in local straw, building, lumber, plate glass, tin plate, and
railway companies. At home “Mrs. A. L. Conger,” Emily Bronson
Conger, prepared (or oversaw the preparation of ) “orange sherbet,”
“pineapple sherbet,” and “apple cream.”
Other names are easily recognized as associated with notable citizens of nineteenth-century Akron. One frequent contributor here is
“Mrs. D. L. King,” who surely is the wife of David Leicester King,
who graduated from Harvard College in 1846 and moved to Akron
in 1849 to practice law with his brother as “King & King.” King left
law and became secretary of the Akron Sewer Pipe Company. When
this cookbook was published, he was President of the King Varnish
Company and the Glendale Cemetary Company. His wife, Bettie
Washington Steele King, was a grandniece of George Washington.
She served “bean soup,” “tomato soup,” “potato soup,” “celery soup,”
“baked fish,” “sweetbread salad,” “lemon pudding,” “gelatine pudding,”
and a “corn starch cocoanut pudding.” Her daughter, “Miss King,” was
expert in preparing “salad dressing” and “pudding sauce.”
The cookbook not only tells us what these people ate, but it also
says a great deal about the way the people of Akron were connected
to one another. The advertisements had to be sold; someone from St.
Paul’s walked down East Market Street and up and down Howard
and Main, and thus commanded dozens of advertisement purchases.
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A church member went to Cleveland, evidently on the train, and sold
ad space to store owners on Euclid Avenue. (Also on Euclid Avenue
was St. Paul’s Episcopal Church of Cleveland.)
Finally, the recipes in the cookbook are worth trying today. The
ladies of St. Paul did not record recipes in the “scientific” fashion of
the twentieth century. Though some surely prepared these recipes
with a gas stove, nearly all that involved heat for baking, roasting,
stewing, etc. were invented and perfected on a coal or wood stove.
These stoves were not precisely regulated as present-day stoves, and
therefore, these recipes do not specify the actual oven temperature.
For most purposes, a 350 degree oven should be fine. As for measures,
experimentation with the amounts of ingredients might be necessary
to get good results. That said, most of the recipes are not complicated,
and even an amateur cook could recreate them by practice and consulting modern recipes for similar creations.
Bon appetit.
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